
Art With Emily

McCormick Dementia Services’ Art Therapist

For Caregivers and Clients



“Creative people are curious, flexible, persistent, 

and independent with a tremendous spirit of adventure 

and a love of play.” 

Henri Matisse



Anyone Can Be Creative



Making Art at Home: 
Anyone Can Be Creative

1) You do not have to be an artist to create art 

(I enjoy cooking at home, but that definitely 

does not make me a chef!).

2) There are many forms of art you can create, 

including sewing, woodworking, beading, 

painting, collage, clay, photography, poetry, 

etc.



Making Art at Home: 
Anyone Can Be Creative

3) Focus on the process not the end 

result.  

a) How does being creative make you feel? 

(at peace, invigorated, happy)

b) What do the materials feel like in your hands? 

(the squish of clay, the softness of fabric)



Making Art at Home: 
Anyone Can Be Creative

c) What do materials feel like on the art surface? 

(the flow of watercolour on paper)

d) Most importantly, have fun. If something 

doesn’t work out, that’s OK.  

“When we make mistakes in art, that’s how we 

learn new techniques.”

- Emily



Tips and Tricks

Adapting Art Projects for those Living with 

Dementia



Making Art at Home: 
Tips and Tricks

1) Break a project down into steps.



Making Art at Home: 
Tips and Tricks

2) Use tools to make being 

creative easier (all artists 

do!).  

• Successful tools I use: 

stencils (try a cookie 

cutter), sponges, nature 

(press flowers, paint 

rocks)

• Trace difficult parts by 

placing the paper on a 

window.



Making Art at Home: 
Tips and Tricks

3) Choose images that you connect to (e.g., pets, boats, 

lighthouses, the Rockies, birds, vintage cars, etc.).

4) Focus on drawing nature depictions (e.g., landscapes, 

trees, flowers, etc.), as they are easier than abstracts.

5) Declutter – only have what you need to further 

simplify the art-making process.

6) Play some music. Music can influence how we create 

art. You can try relaxing tunes or play something 

upbeat that your brush or pencil dabs along to.



For Caregivers



Making Art at Home: 
For Caregivers

1) Sit and be present with your loved one while making 

art.

2) If they become stuck, provide a simple cue (e.g., “I 

think red would look great next” or “try adding water 

to your brush”).

• If they are still stuck, demonstrate with your own 

tool.

3) Don’t focus on the details. 

• If your loved one paints a river red instead of blue, 

that is OK. Allow for as much choice and freedom in 

their art as possible. This fosters independence and 

shows that you value and respect them as a person.



Making Art at Home: 
For Caregivers

4) Encourage the process of art making instead of 

focusing on the end product.

“I love the colours you chose here.”

“You’ve put a lot of work into this piece.”

“Let’s just have some fun and enjoy being together.”

For clients: This is a great practice for you to do. 

We are often too hard on ourselves when making 

art and need to focus more on how it makes us feel 

and less on how it looks.



Example Projects

Using Pencil and Paper





Making Art at Home: 
Example Projects

1) Colouring

• You can simply use pencil crayons or enhance colouring 

with watercolour pencils or paints.

• Designs in adult colouring books can be too detailed. Try 

typing “spring colouring pages” into a Google search. 

Then, select “images” and it will give you some options 

that you can save, then print. 





Making Art at Home: 
Example Projects

2) Taking turns drawing a picture

• This is a warm-up activity we do in the art room. Have 

one person start a drawing with a simple line or mark, 

and then pass the paper to the next person to add to it.  

See what you end up creating!

• This is a fun, easy-going activity that has little 

expectation of what the final product has to look like.

• This is also a great way to connect with your loved one, 

to be creative together, and to share a little humour!





Making Art at Home: 
Example Projects

3) Tracing Each Other’s Hands

• Trace your loved one’s hand onto a piece of paper, and have 

them trace yours.

• In each finger write something about yourself.

• 1
st

Finger (Pointer): Something you are grateful for.

• 2
nd

Finger: Something that makes you happy.

• 3
rd

Finger (Ring Finger): Something that helps you to relax.

• 4
th

Finger (Pinky): Your favourite song.

• Thumb: Something you enjoy in nature.

• This activity instills trust and can strengthen a bond. You 

might also learn something about your loved one you didn’t 

know before!

• Colour it in.

Tip: If your loved one has difficulty thinking of what 

to write for each finger, write down some examples 

that they can choose from.





Making Art at Home: 
Example Projects

4) Participating in the Blue Hearts Project

• Join the McCormick Care Group in displaying blue 

hearts in your windows to instill strength and unity 

within your community.

• Cut a heart out from a piece of paper.

• Write a message inside the heart (e.g., We are all in 

this together, We can do this).

• Decorate the heart: paint, pencils, markers, etc.



Enjoy Creating 

Can’t wait to see you back in the Art Room!

- Emily


